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Ice Shelf Studies off Northern Ellesmere Island, Spring 1983
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ABSTRACT. ln spring 1983 workontheiceshelves of northern Ellesmere lsland was continued. A totalof 55 m of 7.6 cm diameter ice core was obtained from 10 locations. The longestcore of 31.79 m is composed of iced-firn and basement ice and be
candivided intothree distinct strata according to ice salinity. Oscillating strains in Ward Hunt Ice Shelf were measured with a wire strainmeter. It is suggested that theperiodic calving of ice
from Ward Hunt Ice Shelf might be related
to the effects of the high frequency oscillation of
35s to 40s. Ice conditions along 150 km of coastlinecontinueto change. Continuedmonitoringoftheiceshelves
and landfast ice is believedto be necessary in viewofthe offshore development inthe
Beaufort Sea.
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FIG. 2. MaD of the north coast of Ellesmere Island and the areaof study: Ward Hunt Ice Shelf to Milne Ice
Shelf, with the locationof icecores and snow pits. Ice
cores WH/Ol to WH/07 were drilled in spring 1982 (Jeffries, 1982):

TABLE 1. Depth and location of ice cores
(m)

Core
WH/08Ridge,
20 km E. of basecamp, WardHunt
Ice
WH/09Trough,
20 km E.of basecamp, WardHunt
Ice
Ridge,
WH/10
camp
reentrant
Shelf
WH/ 11Ice Milne
Ice
MilneWH/12
WH113 Trough,
outer
unit
of Milne
Shelf
Ice
WH114 Ridge,
central
unit of Shelf
Milne
Ice
WH/15
Ridge,
unit
inner
of Milne
Ice
Shelf
1.90
WH/16
Basement
ice,Hunt
Ward Shelf
Ice
Disraeli

31.79
2.16
5.00
1.55
2.05
1 .OO
2.00

Total

2.06
2.19
55.00

of 55 m of 7.6 cm diameter ice core, to complement the cores
taken in 1982, was obtained from ten different locations along
the northern coast of Ellesmere Island (Table 1; Fig. 2). The
cores taken from troughs (WH/09 and WH/13) represent refrozen meltwateror lake water that accumulates in surface depressions during the ablation season. CoresWH/1 l and
WH/12 represent re-entrant ice from the NW part of Milne Ice
Shelf. Jeffries (1982) describedthis area as “FLAT ICE” and
unlike the remainder of the ice shelf; it is believed to be an
area of ice regeneration after an ice island calving. The cores
from ridges represent surface accumulation
of
iced-firn
(WH/10), glacier ice (WH/14), and fiord ice (WH/15). The
latter is similar to the present-day ice cover on Disraeli Fiord.
Ice core WH/16 is of basement ice.
The greatest effort was devoted to core WH/08. A total of
31.79 mof 7.6 cm diameter ice core was removed before drilling was discontinued; not only were cores being lost despite
modifications to the core barrel, but there was the added

possibility of losingtheequipment
in a brine-soaked hole.
Salinity measurements undertakenin the field with an Endeco
refracting salinometer (accuracy +O. 1 %,) revealedthe
stratified nature of the ice shelf at thislocation. It is noted that
brine drainage from the ice might result in an underestimation
of salinity values. Saline ice was first detected at a little over
14 m (4%, at 14.56 m); a maximum ice salinity of 16.9%,
occurred at 29.42 m; brine-soaked ice chips from the bottom
of the borehole had a salinity of 50°/,,. A plot of salinity versus depth (Fig. 3) shows three quite distinct layers evident in
theice shelf; 0-10m, negligible salinity; 10-26m, mean
salinity of 2.30°/,,;
26-31.79 m, mean salinity of 9.30%,.
Theupper 10 m is an accumulationof iced-firn while the saline
ice is probably both basement ice and ice grown from bottom
freezing. The very high salinities are probably due to soaking
by underlying seawater.
Stable isotope (oxygen-18) measurements are being made on
all the ice types in an attempt to characterize each according to
its isotope signature and to further elucidate processes of formation (Jeffries, 1983). Inthe case oftheaccumulationof
snow and firn at the ice shelfsurface the oxygen-18 variations
canbe altered considerablyfrom the original precipitation
values due to processes describedby Koerner et al. (1973) for
MeighenIce Cap. In order to determine the stable isotope
variations in present-day precipitation andto compare these
with variations in the iced-firn, 10snowpits were dugand
snow samples obtained fromlocations along the coast(Fig. 2).
ICE SHELF DYNAMICS

The massive calving of ice from Ward Hunt Ice Shelf in
1961-62 (Hattersley-Smith, 1963) has been discussed interms
of the occurrence of a seismic eventand unusually high tides,
which might have created a critical condition in the ice shelf
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induce ice shelf movement also. Keys (1978) also recorded a
5.5-6 minute period in Disraeli Fiord that was noted on the
strainmeter records and also on tiltmeter records for Ward
Hunt Shelf in 1983 (Holdsworth, pers. comm.).
There appearto be three common oscillating strains in Ward
Hunt Ice Shelf, one of which (35s-40s) might lead to calving
and disintegration of the ice. Further consideration of these
vibrations might explain the cyclic pattern of calving. It is suggested that the tidal and seismic events of 1962 served to increase and accelerate the effects ofthenormal
vibrations
leading to the massive calving of five ice islands.
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Plot of salinity versus depth for ice core WH/08.

(Holdsworth, 197 1). Althoughthese events possibly contributed to the loss of almost 600 km2of ice shelf, it is suggested
thatthey do notwholly explain the calving mechanism. A
floating ice massacts as a filter of ocean wave energy. When a
dominant frequency occurring in the incident wave spectrum
coincides with one of the natural frequencies of the ice, then a
resonantmotionwill
occur. At relatively highmodesof
oscillation (vibration) sustained stresses may lead to crack propagation and fatigue failure in the ice (Holdsworth and Glynn,
1981). These authors proposesuch a vibration mechanism for
the calving of tabular icebergs (ice islands) from ice shelves
and glacier tongues. The vibrations, or oscillating strains, can
bemeasuredusing
wire strainmeters. A new instrument
described by Moore and Wadhams (1981) was loaned by the
Scott
Polar
Research
lnstitute (Cambridge, U . K . ) for a
preliminary examination of oscillating strains in Ward Hunt
Ice Shelf.
The strainmeter, installed at the west end of the ice shelf,
registered three approximate cycles. The first was a 35s-40s
period similar to that reported for iceisland
T-3 (e.g.,
Holdsworthand Traetteberg, 1974). This cycle isrelated to
the ocean swell and is probably enhancedby the natural modes
in the ice shelf (V. Squire, pers. comm.). The second, much
longer period, was one of about 20 minutes.Keys (1978) notes
a similar period for internal waves in Disraeli Fiord (Fig. 2).
Since the main connection betweenDisraeli Fiord and theArctic Ocean is believed to lie to the west of Ward Hunt Island
(Crary, 1960), these tide-driven internal waves are expected to

The coastal ice between Ward Hunt Ice Shelf and Yelverton
Bay (Fig. 2)consists mainly of shelf ice andmultiyear landfast
ice and is subject to considerable change dueto calving and/or
growth of ice. Beyond this coastal ice fringe lies the pack ice
of the Arctic Ocean.
The most recent changes have occurred at Ward Hunt Ice
Shelf (Fig.2). Jeffries (1982)described the loss and/or
grounding of 35-40 km2 of ice at the west end of the ice
shelf.
At some time during the summer or early fall of 1982, a further 40 k m 2 of ice calvedfrom the east end of the ice shelf (Jeffries and Serson, 1983). In spring 1982 there wereconsiderable areas of multiyear ice attached to the western front of
Ward Hunt Ice Shelf. In spring 1983 there were no signs of
this ice, which most likely sheared off during summer 1982.
The mouth of M’Clintock Inlet consists of a mass of multiyear landfastice
together withpieces
of oldshelfice
(recognized by numerous rocks and rock mounds on the ice
surface). In 1983 thepressure ridge at the icefront was up to5
km south of its 1982position, suggesting a change here.
At the
west endof the mouth ofM’Clintock Inlet there was a group of
small (up to 0.05 km2) ice shelf fragments most likely derived
from the most recent Ward Hunt calving.
Recent changes at the front of Ayles and Milne Ice shelves
are to be described elsewhere in greater detail. However the
following observations are noteworthy. The ice front across
the mouth of Ayles Fiord is 2-5 km beyond that mapped in
1959. The fiord no longer contains a complete ice shelf;
rather, part of the ice shelf has moved some
distance out of the
fiord, allowing theescape of another piece of ice shelftogether
withsome icebergs created by the disintegration ofanice
tongue. The mouth of the fiord is now blocked by both shelf
ice and re-entrant ice, behind which lies 5 m thick fiord ice
into which are locked scattered icebergs and small pieces of
shelf ice.
While the ice front ofMilne Ice Shelf remains thesame as in
1982, it is now believed that about 35 k m 2 of shelf ice calved
from the northwest area of Milne Ice Shelf some time between
1959and 1974. Since that time re-entrant icehas grown in
place of the former ice shelf. This 9 m thick ice (J. Thorleifsson, pers. comm.) is considered to be a part of the ice shelf,
not of the Arctic Ocean.
The bay to the south of Milne re-entrant, where snow pit 8
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was dug(Fig.2),
remains filled with an iceshelfbeyond
which there a 5 ‘km wideexpanseofmultiyear
landfast ice
that broadens farther across the mouth of Yelverton Bay.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

During the period 23 April to 5 June 1983 a successful program of ice shelf studies was completed on the north coast of
Ellesmere Island. As in 1982, the emphasis was on ice coring;
a total of 55 m of 7.6 cm diameter ice core obtainedby SIPRE
hand corer will be the subject of chemical, isotopic and crystallographic investigations. The longest core, 3 1.79 m, was
composed of ice-firn/superimposed ice to a depth of 10 m,
below which the salinity values show the ice to be old sea ice.
The ImSt nxent massive calving of ice from Ward Hunt Ice
Shelf (Hattersley-Smith, 1963)hasbeen discussed in terms of
the near coincidence of tidal andseismic eventscreating conditions in the ice shelf leading to fracture (Holdsworth, 1971).
Undoubtedly this influencedthe calving not only at Ward Hunt
Ice Shelf butalso at Milne and Ayles fiords. The calvingmight
also have been related to vibrations within the ice. Strainmeter
measurements revealed vibrations or oscillating strains with
35- to 40-second cycles, 5- to 6-minute cycles and 20-minute
cycles. All these oscillations will exist in the water adjacent to
and beneath the ice shelf.
Whereas Ward Hunt Ice Shelf has grown through a combination of sea ice thickening, surface accumulation and bottom
freezing (Crary, 1960;Hattersley-Smith,1958;Marshall,
1955), Milne Ice Shelf is believed to have a more complex
structure and growth history. While the outer unit is probably
similar in origin to Ward Hunt Ice Shelf, the central unit, constituting one-third of the total ice shelf area and covered with
many moraines, is undoubtedly of glacier origin. The inner
unit of the ice shelf is not well understood but
the ice is similar
to that on the surface of Disraeli Fiord. The Mihe re-entrant
offers an opportunity to study the growth of multiyear sea ice
that might resemble the original thick sea ice basement from
which most of the ice shelves were essentially created.
Changes to the ice along the north coast of Ellesmere Island
continue. If the coastal ice conditions remain subject to sudden
changes, closer monitoring of the ice ought to be considered.
With continued offshore exploration and development in the
Beaufort Sea and elsewhere the creation ofnewice islands
should be documented.
Note added in proof
The salinity and oxygen- 18 profiles of ice core WH/O8 have
now been analyzed and
described in greater detail (Jeffries,
1985; Jeffries and Krouse, in press). Four distinct layers are
nowrecognizedinWardHunt
Ice Shelfatthelocationof
WH/08 with a freshwater, frazil ice-derived stratum at 18.90
m to 19.72 m. This ice layer is sandwiched between layers of
old sea ice.
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